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Abstract  

Received Signal Strength Indicators (RSSI) is one of the main 

concerns in any wireless communication system deployment. 

Most of wireless infrastructure providing best connection for 

costumers as well as minimizing the wasted energy. This paper 

concentrated on major issues affect the signal disturbers in the area 

of study using well known empirical models to predict signal 

behaviours over different trainset profile in suburban area to obtain 

the best predicted model based on criteria caused by (RSSI). 
Stanford University Interim (SUI) and extended COST 231-Hata 

propagation models with actual measured data on different carrier 

frequencies has been considered for best prediction. The results 

show that the SUI propagation model gives the best performance 

according to the collected data in the area of study compared to the 

extended COST 231-Hata. The significant investigation in this 

paper confirmed by presenting the average signal in the path loss 

prediction. 

Keywords: SUI model, COST 231-Hata model, Received Signal 

Strength Indicators (RSSI), signal loss.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The probability and degrading of wireless applications are subject 

to signal strength drop or fluctuation which are common causes, 

due to environmental factors. The probability of proper received 

signal and corrupting of wireless applications are exposed to 

receive signal strength drop may case fluctuation during 

connection which are common causes in any wireless system, due 

to environmental factors [1][2][3][4]. All these applications 

connectivity and factors affect the network infrastructure and link 

performance [5]. A literature review in this chapter is conducted to 

report the current stage of work about the effect of propagation 

impairment in wireless PTP & PTMP [6][7][8].  

Due to the growing demand for outdoor wireless application, there 

must be a necessity for sufficient received signal strength 

according to propagation prediction for these wireless systems 

[9][10]. Since the wireless systems use wideband transmission, 

hence the quality of service has been extremely reliant on both 

average signal strength in an exact location and signal fading error 

[11]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

A related background specifies in this paper reviewed the current 

stage of work done due to the effect of propagation impairment in 

wireless system. Wireless link has been widely installed in most of 

current communication system, hence the complexity of 

environment impairment requires to think about the terrain profile 

characterization to control the channel as the paired signal 

engagements inside the channel that may change during 

transmission processes [12][13]. In the same fact, researchers have 

done a few researches on empirical models relevant to the path loss 

estimation in mobile communication in addition to fixed wireless 

local area network organisations, such as Worldwide 

Interoperability for Microwave (WiMAX) [14]. A critical 

challenge on mobile communication is how to analyze the 

performance of these propagation impairment and evaluate the 

prediction which was always been a difficult part. Usually the 

signal from the transmitter follow more than one path to reaches 

the receiver, however it is affected by many channel factors in the 

environment surrounding the area, which will make the prediction 

much more complicated [15]. Several approaches of propagation 

prediction for outdoor link have been established, in both 

measurement accuracy and mathematical calculation [16]. 

 

III. PATH-LOSS PREDICTION MODELS  

The case of signal path loss is basically caused by decreasing 

power spectral concentration of an electromagnetic as it is 

propagating through the build environment in which it is spreader. 

Several reasons occurs for the radio path loss according to the 

communication condition which may cause propagation prediction 

and link obtained accordingly [12]. 

Signals received by implies of tropospheric scramble appear both 

moderate and quick varieties. The moderate (slow) variations are 

fully depended on overall refractive situations in the atmosphere 

and the fast fading channel to the signal of small-scale 

indiscretions. The main differences between moderate and quick 

varieties are well defined by deliveries of the hourly median of 

signal transmission loss which are approximately stated in ITU 

report to suite for log-normal model with standard deviations 

between (4 and 8 dB), liable to climate condition [17]. 

The signals travel over the terrain will have a significant effect on 

the signal specifications. Apparently, obstacles block the path will 

have much attenuation in the signal and frequently making 

reception problematic. Furthermore, at the low frequency the earth 

curvature will have more effect as well. The consequences of 

different parameters in wireless link association, such as distance 

from base stations and it is measured that path loss with distance 

increase from the transmitter due to a corresponding location in 

field strength [18]. 

1) COST 231 Model 

Most of the famous model used for propagation predicting for path 

loss in communication system such as mobile wireless is the 

modified COST-231 Hata model. Essentially, it was established 

based on the Hata-Okumura model extension model. This purpose 

of this model is designed for the frequency range (500 – 2000) 

MHz. The effortlessness and the obtainability of modified factors 

has improved usefulness of signal loss prediction at the path. This 

paper relies on frequency band of 700 and 900 MHz based on the 

basic equation for propagation prediction in dB [1],[8], [19] 

𝑃𝐿(𝑑𝐵) = ( 46.3 +  33.9𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑓)  −  13.82𝑙𝑜𝑔10(ℎ𝑏)  −
 𝑎(ℎ𝑚)  +  (44.9 −  6.55𝑙𝑜𝑔10(ℎ𝑏))𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑)  +  𝐶𝑀)            (1)   

The parameter A(hm) is defined for urban environments as. 

𝑎(ℎ𝑚) = 2(𝑙𝑜𝑔10(11.75ℎ𝑟))2 − 4.97       𝑓 > 400 𝑀𝐻𝑧      (2)  

𝑎(ℎ𝑚) = 8.29(𝑙𝑜𝑔10(1.54ℎ𝑟))2 −  1.1   𝑓 ≤ 400 𝑀𝐻𝑧      (3)  

and the equation for suburban environments, 
𝑎(ℎ𝑚) = (1.1𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑓 −  0.7)ℎ𝑟 −  (1.56𝑙𝑜𝑔10 −  0.8)     (4)  

Where:  

f: measured frequency in MHz   
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d: measured distance between Access Point and Customer 

Provided Equipment in km.  

 hb: the antenna height for the access point in meters.   

CM: measured with 0 dB for suburban and 3 dB for urban 

environments.   

hr: The CPE antenna height above ground level.  

 

2) Stanford University Interim (SUI) Model 

SUI is an extension model of Hata, which was proposed as 

standards for high frequency bands below 11 GHz cover the 

channel representations established by Stanford University, 

specifically stated the SUI models given as; [1],[8], [19] 

𝑃𝐿𝑆𝑈𝐼(𝑑𝐵)  =  𝐴 + 10𝛾𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑑

𝑑0

)  + 𝑋𝑓 + 𝑋ℎ  +  𝑆           (5)  

where, the distance (d) is measured between the Access point (AP) 

and the CPE in meters, 𝑑0 = 100 m and S is a lognormally scattered 

factor, used the interpretation for the shadow fading due to the 

trees and other factors with the rate between 8.2 dB and 10.6 dB. 

The additional parameters are well-defined as, 

𝐴 = 20𝛾𝑙𝑜𝑔10  (
4𝜋𝑑0

𝜆
)                                                              (6)  

𝛾 = 𝑎 − 𝑏ℎ𝑏 +  (
𝑐

ℎ𝑏

)                                                                 (7)  

where, the details of this parameters as follow; 

 ℎ𝑏 considered as the base station height (BS) above the ground in 

meters and the range between 10 m and 80 m.  

The constants values for a, b and c are assumed in table 1 and the 

γ parameter in (equation no 7) is equal to the path loss exponent. 

For a given terrain type the path loss exponent is determined by 

ℎ𝑏. 

Table 1: The numerical values for the SUI model parameters 

Model Parameter Terrain A Terrain B Terrain C 

a 3.7 3.3 4.1 

B(m-1) 0.0068 0.0077 0.0058 

C(m) 13 18.61 18.11 

The improvement for the selected operating frequency (700 and 

900 Mhz) based on factors and the CPE antenna height are, 

𝑋𝑓 = 1.1𝑙𝑜𝑔10  (
𝑓

2000
)                                                           (8)  

𝑋ℎ =  −10.8𝑙𝑜𝑔10  (
ℎ𝑟

2000
)                                                      (9)  

for Terrain types A and B 

𝑋ℎ =  −20𝑙𝑜𝑔10  (
ℎ𝑟

2000
)                                                        (10)  

for Terrain type C 

where, frequency (f) measured in MHz and hr is the Customer 

Provided Equipment antenna height in meters. In this paper, the 

SUI model is considered to predict the path loss in entirely selected 

environments, namely suburban and urban [20], [21]. 

Due to the two models (COST-231 Hata model and SUI) 

integrated with measurement data have concentrated on these 

issues notified that, wireless communication has a strong potential 

prediction to improve the received signal indicators (RSSI). 

Although, the issues arrangement to propagation impairment 

during the wireless link assessment through wireless 

communication must take place in the performance due to the 

signal attenuation [22]. 

 

IV. SITE SELECTION AND CONSIDERATION  

The path profile and Site selections considered the most significant 

stage in the propagation prediction design of a wireless link. In 

most suitcases, an investigation of the path loss must confirm for 

suitable derive for the area of study. Characterization of the 

possible site selection is most necessary part [23], and the potential 

information on obstructions should be attained, and possible 

reflection may also be determined.   

Furthermore figure (1) shows the link location at Buraidah site 

selection for study due to the frequent problems in the links.  

 

 
Fig 1. Google map:Site selection and link location at Buraidah 

 

V.  METHODOLOGY 

The transmitted signal for all packets sent from the fixed base 

transceiver station link where specified by the index value and the 

received signal strength of all the packets received by the test bed 

computer are measured in terms of the received signal strength 

indicator (RSSI). Consecutively for these index values have index 

factors in measuring signal strength attenuation. Figure (2) 

represents the proposed details carried out on the element of data 

collection, measurements and selecting model. It contains a series 

of process in brief descriptive label describing the process being 

carried out on the data to generate the automatic system planning 

tools.  

 
Fig 2. Flowcharts for the Proposed Method 

 

VI. MEASUREMENT SETUP 

The received signal strength corresponding to each RSSI value 

will be determined by associate the values measured by the 

receiving test computer aid with known received signal strengths 
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antenna associated with computer in verified distance as shown in 

figure (3). 

The used equipment is i. Laptop (HP 320 core-i7): used to record 

data using TEMS 16.3 software. (shown in figure  

GPS antenna (GLOBALSAT BU-353): connected with the laptop 

by USB port, used to measure the distance from the BTS as shown 

in figure 8.  

Cell phone (Huawei p10): used to detect the signal through wire 

interface with a Laptop device as shown in figure (3). 

 

Fig 3. Measurements Setup 

The main aim of link quality measurement training parameters is 

to get the best prediction values attained after the link 

configuration between locations.  

 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Before realizing any designs and verify the preparation of wireless 

connection arrangements, a precise propagation prediction and 

analysis of the environment of the area should be known. Data 

collection has been obtained, and presentation measurement issues 

were obtained. The key problem is that, to consider a well link 

optimization such as cell radius for base transceiver station (BTS) 

management systems, accurate information about the performance 

of the planning is needed. The reason for this is that by collecting 

the signal strength in the selected area, as accurate information 

about the link disturbance of the link between points can be known. 

The measurement is fully achieved and the performance of the 

selected link has been accurately determined. 

The models that were investigated are based on SUI-Model and 

COST-231 Hata model, due to their popularity and applicability in 

the area of study, table 3 shows the input parameters for the 

measurement and models. 

Table 3. Measurement parameters setup 

Constant Symbol Values 

BTS height 𝐻𝑡 45 

Receiver hight 𝐻𝑟 2 

Starting distance 𝑑0 100 

 

The COST-231 Hata model categorizes terrains into two groups, 

each type has different parameter values as shown in equations (2), 

(3) based on different frequencies. Both terrain parameters were 

applied and compared with the measured data, as shown in figure 

4 at the frequency 900 MHz. based on the fitted data and two 

models applied to the same condition accordingly. This figure 

shows the close relevant of the model in case of urban and 

suburban area of the study. Figure 4 and 5 Shows the different 

between the most useful existing mathematical in urban and 

suburban area and empirical data that have been observed based 

on data measured from the given distance for frequency (900MHz) 

range for terrain A and terrain B in the area of study. 

 

Fig 4. Measured Data vs COST-231 Hata model at the frequency 900 MHz 

 

Fig 5. Measured Data vs SUI model at the frequency 900 MHz 

 

Fig 6. Measured vs COST-231 Hata model at the frequency 700 MHz 

 

Fig 7. Measured vs SUI model at the frequency 900 MHz 

 

Figure 6 and 7 Shows the different between the most useful 

existing mathematical in urban and suburban area and empirical 
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data that have been observed based on data measured from the 

given distance for 700MHz frequency range. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this paper defines the path loss prediction models 

have been investigated. Two different path loss models for 

wireless mobile networks were tested, such as: extended COST-

231 Hata model and Stanford University Interim (SUI). The 

assessment is based on the signal path loss standards for the two 

models. To obtain the confirmation the results, the actual path loss 

is also computed through the measurements. After implementing 

different parameters for both SUI and COST 231-Hata models on 

different carrier frequencies (700 MHz and 900 MHz) and 

comparing it with the measured data, it has been concluded that 

SUI model gives more accurate perdition than COST 231Hata 

model in the area of study. Moreover, suggested in future planning 

in Buraidah, the SUI model should be implemented considering 

the city as a suburban area and use the terrain B parameters for the 

best RSSI prediction results. 
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